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PelemayFp provides fast Parallel map function, similar to 
the Enum module, although computations will be 
executed in parallel using Process.spawn/4.

It can be faster than Flow, Pelemay and even PelemayFp 
with Pelemay.
It keeps the order of the elements of the list, though 
Flow doesn’t.
It uses only CPUs.

Nx is a multi-dimensional tensor library for Elixir with JIT/AOT 
staged compilation to the CPU/GPU.

EXLA is Elixir client for Google’s XLA (Accelerated Linear 
Algebra), which can use GPUs and TPUs.

Nx and EXLA is suitable for numerical calculation based on 
linear algebra, which will be applied to machine learning, 
image processing, and so on.

PelemayFp is suitable for executing arbitrary processing in 
parallel that cannot be applied to linear algebraic 
expressions.

Pelemay is a native compiler for Elixir, which generates 
SIMD instructions, with JIT building by GCC or Clang.
It use only a single core of a CPU, though with SIMD 
parallelization.

It keeps the order of the elements of the list, though Flow 
doesn’t.

It has a restriction that it should include only numerical 
calculation or string replacement.

It is also a skeleton for data parallelism.
It is also a skeleton for data parallelism.

excv is a prototype that calls OpenCV from Elixir.
It can process images by CPUs or GPUs (with CUDA).

Benchmarks
PelemayFp alone is up to 2.1 times faster than Enum.

The combination of PelemayFp and Pelemay is up to 
1.27 times faster than Enum.

When running on an Intel Xeon W-2191B CPU with 
18cores and 36 threads. 

It is also faster than Flow without sorting.

Expected Apps: Real-time, High Resolution Satellite Image Processing


